Gary Dempster: a statement
As usual any publicity on the SCRO debacle is followed by misinformed opinion.
While re-assuring in that it shows that the SCRO and their supporters have to rely on
lies and innuendo to defend themselves the actual facts of the case will become
extremely important during the forthcoming judicial enquiry.
Gary first met Shirley some months after her February 2006 settlement and their
relationship established itself early in 2007.
Both families are extremely pleased and supportive.
In March 2006 SCRO head John McLean made an official complaint about Gary’s
participation in a “Frontline Programme’ on 8 March 2006.
Although this complaint was eventually dismissed and Gary completely exonerated
the bullying and oppressive behaviour continued to a point where he was forced to
take sick leave.
Since then with the support of Unison he has attempted to persuade David Mulhern
the Chief Executive of the SPSA to address a number of issues that would allow him
to return to work. Despite promises Mulhern has ignored medical advice and has
completely failed to answer Gary’s concerns. He remains off work and on ‚75 per
week benefit. Meanwhile three experts remain working within the SPSA who still
support their ex SCRO colleagues two misidentifications.
Acting on the advice of Unison, and as a last resort, Gary has raised a grievance
procedure against the SPSA and all papers have been handed over to lawyers for
consideration of a civil action against this organisation.
Yet again failure by senior management to act with honesty and integrity will cost the
public purse dear and cause yet more pain and heartache to those who have tried to act
ethically in the best interests of fingerprinting.
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